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ERNST AND ANTOINETTE GRUENE HOME  

 

I. CONTEXT 

 The Ernst and Antoinette Gruene Home is located at 532 Rock Street in New Braunfels, 

Comal County, Texas.  The area was historically called Comaltown but was a part of New 

Braunfels.  The 1852 home was built by the Gruenes using early New Braunfels building 

construction techniques.  The home has been beautifully preserved to this day by current owners 

Dr. Danny and Anna List Tamez and son, Nolan Bluntzer and wife, Katherine.  Ernst and 

Antoinette were hard working early German settlers of the area and the Gruene Family was 

significant in the settlement of New Braunfels establishing businesses and the community of 

Gruene. The Google map shows the location of the home on the north side of New Braunfels.

 

2. OVERVIEW 

 The Idea to Leave Germany for Texas 

 In Germany in 1845, a young 26-year-old man decided he liked what he heard about the 

place called Texas, and he wanted to go there.  Texas was the land of opportunity and the new 

settlements, primarily settled by German immigrants, attracted this young man.  His name was 

Ernst Gruene, born on July 9, 1819, in Netze, Koenigreich, Hanover, Germany.  Ernst had heard 

about the freedoms people enjoyed in Texas: including freedom from conscription, taxes and 
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ruling royalty.  Germany's problems such as lack of freedom, overcrowding as well as social, 

economic and political strife were other reasons to journey to Texas.  In addition, Ernest had a 

German trait called "Wanderlust."  

      Thus, Ernst sold his share of the family estate to his four half-brothers for $5000 dollars 

and decided to make the trip to Texas with $5000 in $20 gold pieces in his possession for 

passage to Texas and to get started in his new land. 

      A family story is told that he was engaged to a young lady in Germany, who had no 

interest in leaving her family and accompanying him to Texas.  So, he went to a marriage broker 

for a wife, thinking that a wife would be a necessity in Texas.  After checking out several young 

ladies, an 

appointment was 

made with a 

woman named 

Maria Antoinette 

Kloepper (called 

Antoinette), age 

nineteen, of 

Adenstedt, 

Loenigreich, 

Hannover, 

Germany, born 

April 9, 1826. 

Ernst’s photo on 

the left and Antoinette’s on the right.  Ernst went to her home and explained his plans to her.  He 

had caught her in the act of washing clothes and she listened intently but never quit her washing.  

Ernst was very impressed and decided she must be a very hard worker.  He immediately made a 

proposal for marriage. 

      The wedding took place on August 7, 1845.  The wedding was celebrated in early-time 

German fashion, lasting three days.  Only those who were coming along on the journey to Texas, 

were invited to the wedding. 

      While Ernst and Antoinette were making plans for their trip to Texas, Ernst decided to 

take along his mother, Maria Engel Bleckmann Gruene (a widow) and his nineteen-year-old 
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servant lady named Wilhelmina Kippenberg from Adenstedt.  Ernst believed that his four half-

brothers did not treat their stepmother well, and thus the need to take her with them. 

 Although very little has been found about the Gruene family in Germany, it is known that 

Andreis Gruene, Ernst’s father, was a widower with four children.  He then married Maria Engel 

Bleckmann.  Andreis and Maria had only one son together, Ernst. 

      Ernst looked ahead to the day that he would marry. As a farmer, he planted a plot of flax 

on his farm in Germany.  He harvested it, prepared it for weaving, and then used yards and yards 

of linen to make all sorts of cloth items for the home, including bed sheets, pillow cases, table 

linens, sacks and even men's underwear that he would take to Texas. Some of those linen items 

have remained in his Texas families for many generations. 

      A passport was obtained for each of the four travelers.  Ernst's passport was saved and 

found in family papers.  From 

the passport dated August 18, 

1845, it was learned that Ernst 

was 26 years old when he left 

for Texas.  He was 6 feet, 2 

inches tall with a strong stature.  

His hair was blonde, his 

forehead wide, his eyebrows 

were blonde, and his nose and 

mouth were small.  His teeth 

were described as healthy. He 

had a beard that was blonde and 

his face had an oval shape with 

a complexion that was noted to 

be healthy.  He had no special 

marks.  He spoke the German 

language.
 
 

 Ernst’s passport is 

shown on the left.  

 Antoinette was 

described by family members as 
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very short and always inclined to be pudgy.  She was not as easy going as her husband, being of 

a bossy nature and wanting everything her own way.  She could not read or write and she never 

learned to speak English.  She was, however, a very hard worker and would learn to adapt well 

to frontier life. 

    The Voyage to Texas 

 Ernst, his wife, Antoinette, his mother, Maria and servant, Wilhelmina, left Adenstedt, 

Germany, for Texas on August 28, 1845.  Their first stop was at Bremen, Germany, where they 

had a layover for eight days.  Then they went to Boag, Germany, where they made connections 

with a large sailing ship named the “Margaretha” that was sailing for Galveston, Texas.
1
   They 

spent eleven weeks at sea, encountering many storms.  On one occasion, Ernst was nearly 

washed overboard but he was somehow able to save himself.  That was fortunate because he was 

wearing a double lined vest with his $5000 in $20 gold pieces sewn into the lining.   

 The Arrival in Galveston and Indianola 

 The four arrived at Galveston on November 25, 1845.  There they had to lay over in an 

old cotton shed for five weeks. From Galveston, they went by smaller ship to Indianola on the 

coast of Texas west of Galveston where they would land and embark on their inland trip by 

wagon.  While in Indianola, they remained an additional 18 more weeks.  At that time, about 

2000 people were living 

in Indianola in tents while 

trying to find a means to 

transport their possessions 

overland to their final 

destinations.  The 

problem of adequate 

transport from the coast 

occurred because of a war 

between the United States 

and Mexico that was utilizing the necessary wagons and oxen. The trunk shown above was used 

for the voyage from Germany.  It was donated to the Sophienburg Museum by the Gruene 

Family. 

                                                 

. 
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      The Inland Trek and Settling in New Braunfels 

 In Indianola, Ernst finally managed to get a wagon and oxen team that would carry his 

group and their belongings to Fredericksburg, Texas.  On the trip, Ernst became ill with cholera 

as did many other immigrants.  They were near the New Braunfels area, so on May 15, 1846, 

they stopped in New Braunfels so Ernst could recover before going on to Fredericksburg.  Ernst 

rented a split log cabin house on Comal Avenue in New Braunfels at about the point where 

Napoleon Street intersects with Comal Avenue, only several blocks from the Comal River.  This 

house was given to the Witte Museum in San Antonio where it is on display and labeled as the 

Ernst Gruene home of 1846.  In the Comal Avenue home, the ladies in the household nursed 

Ernst back to good health.  It is said that "he was cured by drinking a tea that was brewed from 

dirt-dauber nests!"  Incidentally, he lived to the ripe old age of 95. 

      Ernst recovered from cholera and decided to stay in New Braunfels instead of going on to 

Fredericksburg.  It was while they lived on Comal Avenue that their first child, Ernst Jr., was 

born in 1847.  About a year and a half after the Gruenes arrived in New Braunfels, Ernst moved 

his family to a farm in Comaltown across the Comal River from New Braunfels, which today is 

known as the Rio Vista Addition.  It is believed that the farm was later known as the Puls Farm.  

There, Heinrich, their second son, was born in 1850. 

 The Rock Street Home 

      From there, Ernst bought and moved to the place he and his family occupied for many 

years.  It was the farm on Rock Road, today known as Rock Street.  The small tract of land was 

north of New 

Braunfels, 

between the city 

of New Braunfels 

and the present 

Historic District 

of Gruene.  The 

1854 map left 

shows the Rock 

Street Gruene 

property at the 

top, center.  The 
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property was ten acres of farmland. Later additions were made to that tract of land and it 

eventually became known as the Gruene Farm.  They built a home and it was while living in this 

home that their only daughter, Johanna, was born in 1852.  Ernst and Antoinette lived in the 

home for more than 44 years. 

      According to the Comal County Deed Records and information acquired in March 1973 

by the New Braunfels Conservation Society, "a barn was on this land when Ernst bought it from 

Andrew Spiva in about 

1850.  The barn was in three 

cedar log cabins (barns) 

under a continuous roof 

approximately 65 ft. long, 

evidently constructed by 

Mr. Andrew Spiva in 1849 

and 1850.  It was located on 

the old original Foothills 

Road to San Marcos and 

Austin, on what is now 

known as Rock Street in 

Comaltown of New Braunfels.  The large cedar timbers used for construction were grown on the 

land which Mr. Spiva had purchased from Anna Gehsdorf in 1849 and in early 1850.”  The April 

1957 photo of the barn was taken before it was donated and moved to Conservation Plaza in 

1973.  On October 9, 1850, Spiva conveyed the land 'with appurtenances to same belonging’ to 

Ernst Grine (Gruene) who subsequently built a fachwerk
2
 style house nearby on an oak tree 

studded “knoll."   

 The home was built in the typical dog-run style of the times with a wide hall and rooms 

off to either side designed to capture the prevailing breezes for ventilation. 

 Although the house still stands today and has been altered some, it still has doors that are 

about 2’ 10” wide and 5’ 10” to 6’ high.  It's hard to believe those dimensions because Ernst was 

over 6-foot tall.  He had to duck to get through the doors in his own home.  The hardware on the 

doors is unusual.  The following photos were taken in April 1957.   
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The next two photos are the west side and front of 

the house. 
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Comaltown and Rock Street 

 Comaltown was settled across the Comal River from New Braunfels in 1846 but became 

part of New Braunfels when it was incorporated.  Comaltown was located within the fork of the 

Guadalupe and Comal Rivers.  At one time, Rock Street was the Foothills Road that traversed 

north and south below the Balcones Escarpment separating the Edwards Plateau from the plains 

below.  This road was part of the road from New Braunfels to San Marcos and Austin, passing 

through what would become the town of Gruene at the Guadalupe River. 

 In 1846, Hermann Seele described his trek from downtown New Braunfels through 

Comaltown probably along the Foothills Road to the Waisenhaus Orphanage on the Guadalupe 

River near present-day Gruene as follows: 

 “From there we proceeded at a trot through the elms and cedar fences of Comaltown, 

washed clear of debris by the clear water of the Comal.  Then, along the old, dry, pebble-strewn 

bed of the Comal and up the slope beyond the town where the ancient, massive, broad-branching 

live oaks with their long, gray moss beards mark the border of the bottomlands.” 

 Seele continues: “A dark brownish but dry road with a firm base winds its way through 

the prairie that is covered with short freshly green grass.  Here, in the spring of the year, 

countless phlox blossoms appear.  Flat whitish red stones seem to have been scattered across the 

prairie and the road and to have been piled up under the blackberry brambles.  Individual 

depressions in the ground where the stone has been removed show traces of the human hands 

that cut out the stone.  This stone yields excellent building material.” 

  

 

The Settler’s Life 

 Although Ernst had been a farmer in Germany, he did not know anything about farming 

in Texas.  In the early years of the settlement of New Braunfels, survival depended on the ability 

to farm which Ernst and Antoinette quickly learned.  Every Saturday, Antoinette walked to town 

to sell her eggs and cheese.  The couple were very industrious.  All construction of the home and 

barn had a purpose.  Nothing was wasted and use of time important.  The family raised ducks 
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and milk cows.  The women made butter, buttermilk and several kinds of cheeses including 

Koch Kase (cook cheese).  Soup was a favorite food of early Texas settlers.  They made beer 

soup, milk soup, wine soup, chicken soup, bean soup and vegetable soup.  It was common to 

have fluffy dumplings in the soup.  Fruits were grown and dried.  Preserves were canned.  Ernst 

hunted birds, wild turkeys, rabbits and deer.  Game was plentiful.  Wood had to be chopped for 

the cook stove and water drawn from the well. 

 A common practice of the time was to sweep the yard surrounding the home.  Antoinette 

made sure that everything inside and outside of her home was orderly.  Snakes were a problem 

and by sweeping the yard, snakes could be seen. 

 The Gruene Family 

      By 1854, Ernst Gruene not only owned his homestead on Rock Street, but records show 

he also in June of 1847, purchased at least a 15-acre tract on Austin Street near the Guadalupe 

River.
3
  Records also show that throughout his life he purchased and sold many properties all 

over the area.
4
  It is believed he also financed properties for others. 

 The photo left was taken for 

the Gruene’s 50
th

 wedding 

anniversary.   

 Ernst developed a 

deep devotion to Texas and its 

freedom so he became a 

citizen as soon as he could. 

 The family was firm in 

their religious beliefs.  In 

1850, Ernst as head-of-the-

family, signed an obligation 

for financial contribution with 

the local German Protestant Church.  
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      In 1905, Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Gruene celebrated their Diamond Wedding anniversary after 

60 years of life together traveling from Germany to New Braunfels, Texas. The photo left was 

taken on their 60th wedding 

anniversary and their 60th 

anniversary in Texas. 

 Hermann Seele, writer and 

notable historical figure in early 

New Braunfels wrote of the 

Germans in Texas:  

 “They were, and still are 

today, the most stable and, at the 

same time, the most progressive 

element of the population.  Reluctantly and but rarely does the German leave his beloved home 

that he has built through hard Work.  He constantly seeks to make it and its surroundings more 

lovely and comfortable for himself and his family and, for his children, he strives to create one 

that is equally pleasant or better.  This was true of the majority and is still true today.” 

 “How they have promoted progress and spread it over broader and broader areas is shown 

by the record.  Slowly but steadily, the German pioneers pushed into the wilderness of the west 

along the frontier, created farms, and were ever alert to courageously defend themselves from 

hostile Indians.  Under their active and skilled hands, their fields were enlarged, their harvests 

increased, their herds grew, and their farms were improved.” 

 Seele continues his description of the Texas German: “…his basic qualities of character 

were valued even more highly as he proved himself to be persevering, reliable, law abiding and 

of high morals.” 

 

These comments by Seele certainly applied to Ernst and Antoinette Gruene and their 

descendants to follow. 
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The Home Construction The home was originally a dogtrot-style fachwerk home with 
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handmade sun-dried adobe brick infill with the 

front and back enclosed early after construction.  

The attic framing indicates that it was built and 

added on to a short while later.  The outer wall 

construction is a typical hand-hewn native 

mountain cedar timber frame used by the early 

German settlers.  Typically, the interior and 

exterior walls were plastered with a lime and 

sand mixture.  Usually at a later time, when the exterior plaster cracked due to foundation 

settlement and general aging, and in some homes 

upon original construction, the exterior walls were 

covered with siding. This siding was applied after 

construction but is old. This siding is wood ship lap 

with a 5” exposure and the gable roof is covered 

with tin.  Most doors and windows, although old, 
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were added in different phases of additions 

or remodels.  There are two original long 

leaf pine doors in the center hallway with 

authentic handmade hinges still present.  

The front door was added when the dogtrot 

was closed in.  There are also two original 

small walnut and casement windows with 

original hinges present in one of the 

bedrooms.  The floors are currently 

red oak and were installed in one of 

the many remodels in the long life of 

the house.  The original flooring 

which is probably still under the oak 

flooring, would typically be random 

width 1” thick tongue and groove 

long leaf yellow pine brought in from 

Bastrop, Texas sawmills with the 

random widths varying from 5” to 

12”.  At some time after the 1957 photos, the back wall was moved out a couple of feet to 

accommodate a kitchen and the window configuration changed utilizing the original windows.  

These changes are thought to have occurred in the 1960s.  At that time, the oak flooring was 

possibly added and the front porch changed to a concrete construction.  Also, wrought iron porch 

supports were added.  In 1983, the wrought iron was removed and more appropriate 6”x6” 

chamfered columns added.   The photos above and right were taken when the Welsch Family 
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owned the home and show the different stages of the porch changes up to the 1960s. In the life of 

this old home, many changes were made through the 1960s which is typical in the evolution of 

an older home that started as a fachwerk dogtrot and evolved into a modern home for the time.  

The Gruenes lived in the home 44 years until they moved to Gruene upon retirement. 

  

  

 The Home Use Today       

 The house and land that belonged to the 

Gruenes is today owned by Dr. Danny and Anna 

Lisa Tamez and managed by son, Nolan Bluntzer 

and wife Katherine.  The Tamez and Bluntzer 

families use the property as their home and have 

developed a portion of the area into an "event" 

complex, the Gruene Estates, with an outdoor Chapel 

(with annual spiritual Christmas programs for 

hundreds of invited guests), covered outdoor 

reception area and guest house.  They also have a 

huge outdoor picnic area with pasture parking that 

includes easy access for vehicles.  

      The original Gruene home, which is now the 

guest house, has been remodeled on the inside to 

include a functional kitchen area.  The decor today 

features pictures on the walls of 

the Gruene family.  A next-door garage of later years has been converted into 

an additional guest rental.  The Tamez’s 

have built their own homestead on Rock 

Street next to the original Gruene home.  

The Ernst Gruene home was offered for 

public view during the Tour of Homes in 

New Braunfels in November of 2007. 

      The Family Lives On 

 All three of Ernst and Antoinette's 
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children stayed in the New Braunfels area.  Ernst Jr. married Minna Lange and they had three 

children.  Heinrich (H.D.) married Berta Simon and had four children. Johanna married John 

Sippel and had five children. 

 Son, H. D. Gruene, built his parents a retirement home in Gruene across from his home, 

which is now known as The Gruene Mansion in Gruene, Texas.  H.D. Gruene became a 

successful merchant and developed the community of Gruene.   

 The Gruene’s daughter, Johanna, lived with her parents Ernst and Antionette in Gruene 

after her divorce from her husband, John Sippel, until her parent’s deaths.  Ernst and Antoinette 

Gruene had found their new home in Texas.  The wedding trip started in Adenstedt, Germany 

and ended in the town of New Braunfels, rather than as originally planned, in Fredericksburg.  

Evidently the search for freedom was worth the eight-month, seventeen-day journey and the 

hardships of settling a new land. Life in Texas appears to have met Ernst's expectations.  Ernst 

obtained citizenship by Naturalization Petition granted in the spring of 1854.  He and Antoinette 

quickly became faithful and true Texans. They loved life here (hard as it was) and never yearned 

to return to the Germany they had left. 

III. SIGNIFICANCE  

 Ernst and Antoinette Gruene represent so many German immigrant families that came to 

Texas to make a new life for themselves.  They were hard-working, resourceful and resilient.  

Their work ethic and family values allowed them to prosper.  The home that they lived in most 

of their married life was built in early German fashion but was adapted to the times.  It was the 

home where they made their living and raised their family located on a beautiful oak studded 

knoll on Rock Street.  The well-constructed home stands as a testimony to their life and 

continues to tell the story of the early of New Braunfels.  The new owners of this property have 

embraced its history and converted the property into a showpiece for all to enjoy the history of 

the early settlement and the Gruene Family.   

 

 The heirloom painting below is Rock Street with the Gruene home on the right.  It is 

unknown when this painting was made. 
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